
 
 

Engineers' Day Celebration Report 

 

Date: 15/09/2023 

 

Location: CC hall, BHGCET 

 

Event Coordinators: Prof. Vijay Mehta, Prof.  Jay Vekariya, Prof. Rushabh Doshi 

 

Introduction: 

Engineers' Day is a special occasion that celebrates the contributions and achievements of 

engineers in various fields. It is a day to honor the invaluable work done by engineers to improve 

our daily lives. The Engineers' Day celebration at [Your Institution Name] was a grand event that 

aimed to not only commemorate this day but also to inspire and engage the engineering 

community. 

 

Events (8:45 AM to 10:30 AM) 

 

1. Technical Treasure Hunt 

 

The day started with an exciting Technical Treasure Hunt organized by Prof. Ravi 

Thakkar. Participants gathered at A - 007 & T. V. Mehta Plaza, where they embarked on 

a challenging quest that tested their problem-solving skills and technical knowledge. 

 

2. Blind Coding 

In the afternoon, the action shifted to the CISCO Lab on the second floor of A-

Building, where Prof. Harsh Mehta conducted a Blind Coding competition. Participants 

were pushed to their coding limits in a thrilling coding competition. 

 

3. Logo Design and Technical Reel 

 

Simultaneously, in the CISCO Lab on the same floor, Prof. Foram Rangani 

supervised the Logo Design competition, while Prof. Rahul Parmar organized the 

Technical Reel competition on the ground floor of A-Building. These events showcased 

the artistic and technical talents of the engineering students. 

 

 

4. Hands-On Workshop on Robotics 

 

In the F Building machine lab, Prof. Rushabh Doshi led a hands-on workshop on 

Robotics, giving students a chance to gain practical knowledge and experience in this 

exciting field. 

 



 
 

 

SSIP Awareness Session 

 
Prof. Vijay Mehta conducted an awareness session on the SSIP 2.0 (Student Start-up & 

Innovation Policy) in the Convention Center. This session aimed to inspire budding entrepreneurs 

among the engineering students. 

 
Expert Talk with Mr. Ravi Karoria 

A highlight of the day was the expert talk by Mr. Ravi Karoria, which took place in the 

Convention Center. His insights and experiences provided valuable lessons to the aspiring 

engineers. 

 
Deep Pragtya and Welcome Ceremony 

The Convention Center was the stage for Deep Pragtya, a beautiful traditional lamp-lighting 

ceremony. This was followed by a warm welcome to all guests and a token of appreciation. 

 
Cultural Performances and Prize Distribution: 

 
The cultural segment of the celebration was equally captivating: 

● Dance Solo performances by Divya and Maulik Gosai. 

● A stunning group dance performance by the MCA Group and Engineers Life. 

● An engaging drama performance by 3rd Diploma students. 

● An Engineer's Day motivational video by Prof. Vijay Mehta. 

● A thrilling face-off between Tiger and Maulik. 

● A surprise performance that left the audience in awe. 

● A mesmerizing drum performance by Hemang Dhamecha. 

● Throughout the day, the winners of the Technical Treasure Hunt, Blind Coding, Logo 

Design, and Technical Reel competitions were announced and received their prizes. 

 
Outcome:- 

 
The Engineers' Day celebration at [Your Institution Name] was a resounding success, bringing 

together students, faculty, and industry experts to celebrate the spirit of engineering. It was a day 

filled with learning, entertainment, and inspiration. We would like to extend our heartfelt thanks to 

all the organizers, participants, and guests for making this event a memorable one. 

 

As we conclude this report, we look forward to future Engineers' Day celebrations that will 

continue to honor and celebrate the remarkable contributions of engineers to our society. 

 

Report compiled by: 

 

Prof. Jay Vekariya 


